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Abstract Surface differential reflectivity (SDR) and reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy
(RAS) [sometimes known as reflectance difference spectroscopy] are two well-known optical
spectroscopies used in the investigation of surfaces and interfaces. Their adaptability on
different experimental conditions (vacuum, controlled atmosphere and liquid environment)
allows for the investigation not only of surface states and/or ultra-thin films but also of more
complex interfaces. In these circumstances, the analysis of the sample with both techniques
is decisive in view of obtaining a correct picture of the sample optical properties. In this
work, we show a microelectronic hardware solution useful to control both a SDR and a
RAS apparatus. We describe an electronic architecture that can be easily replicated, and we
applied it to a representative sample where the interpretation of the optical properties requires
an analysis by both SDR and RAS.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, light probes are successfully applied in semiconductor technology [1–3], surface
physics [4–6], chemical detection [7–9], biological analysis [10–12], etc. More specifically,
the surface and interface physics raised great interest in the optical characterization of layered
systems [13–15] and molecular films [16–18]. This is due to the adaptability of optical
spectroscopy set-ups to work in different conditions [19] and to the possibility to investigate
also buried interfaces [20] when chemical processes are in progress [21]. The application
of an optical spectroscopy, namely surface differential reflectivity (SDR or DRS), to the
detection of surface states must be dated back to 1976, when P. Chiaradia and co-workers
reported the first direct evidence of optical transition inside the band gap of a semiconductor
[22]. Generally speaking, SDR compares the sample reflectivity under two different physical
situations, e.g., the freshly prepared sample and after the surface passivation or when an
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electric field is applied or not to the specimen, etc. Another strategy foresees the acquisition
in parallel of reflected light from the sample under investigation, and from a so-called dummy
sample, the latter only used for the signal normalization. Since 1976, SDR was applied to
study the optical properties of different semiconductor surfaces [23–25], the role of molecular
adsorption in quenching surface states [26], the optical properties of organic films [27, 28], etc.
SDR can also exploit polarized light. In this configuration, it was used to confirm the Pandey’s
chain model for the Si(111) (2×1) reconstruction [29]. In fact, Pandey’s chains break the
surface isotropy and show a different reflectivity if light is polarized along the chains or in the
orthogonal direction. The Si(111) (2×1) IR optical transition can be measured also by using
the reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS or RDS) set-up [30]. In RAS, the sample is
shined by a linearly polarized light modulated 105 times/s between two orthogonal directions.
As a consequence, RAS does not foresee the comparison between two sample physical
states or between the specimen under investigation and a dummy sample. By exploiting
the polarized light modulation, this spectroscopic technique can directly detect a signal if
sample shows anisotropy. With respect to SDR, the RAS high working frequency, the use
of an optical modulator and a low-noise photomultiplier also ensure a better experimental
stability, a better signal-to-noise ratio and the possibility to detect very small signal to few
parts of 10–6 of the total reflected beam [31]. By using an optical modulator (namely photo-
elastic modulator or PEM), RAS directly detects the relative sample anisotropy between
two orthogonal directions. SDR, when instead used with polarized light, can measure each
contribution in polarization: the sample anisotropy thus arises only after a subtraction between
spectra. RAS was originally applied on Si(110) by Aspnes and co-workers in 1985 [32]. Since
then, RAS was successfully applied on similar systems explored by SDR but, with respect
to the latter, also on more complex organic films [33, 34], solid–liquid interfaces [35, 36]
or for volatile compounds detection [37]. Both SDR and RAS spectra can be interpreted
within the three-layer model, which considers the surface, or a film grown onto a substrate,
as an absorbing layer with its own dielectric constant [38]. The model is predictive if the film
thickness is well below the light wavelength used in the experiment. Generally, both SDR
and RAS work in the 250 nm÷4150 nm spectral range. Consequently, ultra-thin film (within
few nanometers) well satisfy the three-layer model hypothesis.

A notable occurrence in RAS is the collection of spectra showing sometimes particular fea-
tures, whose behavior is referred to as “derivative-like” line shape, where a direct correlation
between the RAS signal and the main absorbance peak is not straightforward. An emblematic
case is offered by RAS spectra collected on porphyrin (an organic molecule) Langmuir–Blod-
gett or Langmuir–Schaefer films [39]. The complex stratified porphyrin film structure, where
molecule optical transitions can undergo small changes due to differences between the layers,
can produce a spectrum that is not easily related to the porphyrin absorbance spectrum and
the film anisotropy [40]. We posit that, in these cases, a comparison between RAS spectra and
SDR measurements (with and without polarized light) is crucial for a correct interpretation
of data.

With the aim of offering the possibility to build up versatile SDR and RAS systems to
researchers involved in the investigation of the optical properties of stratified films, buried and
solid–liquid interfaces (i.e., cases where the light beam must pass different media), we show
and discuss an electronic architecture that can be easily replicated and used in laboratory.
To prove the opportunity of comparing SDR and RAS spectra, we present an analysis of
the optical properties of an emblematic system: meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin (H2TPP) thin
film grown on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). In this system, RAS reveals an
apparently anomalous redshift of the main porphyrin optical transition. We show that this can
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be explained and rationalized in terms of a proper combination of unpolarized and polarized
SDR measurements.

2 SDR and RAS set-ups

2.1 SDR

We propose a double-channel SDR set-up where, instead of the traditional Michelson cross
[41], we exploit branched optical fibers and an optical switch. In Fig. 1, we report the used
experimental configuration.

The light source (DH-2000-Bal, Ocean Optics) is a combined deuterium-halogen lamp
suitable to cover the entire visible and near-UV spectral range. A technical solution adopted
by Ocean Optics ensures a good light intensity stability as a function of time. A branched
optical fiber (Avantes FCB-UVIR400-2-ME) allows to shine light on two targets in parallel.
The first one is the real sample (in our experiment a porphyrin film deposited on HOPG),
while the second one is a fictitious sample (dummy) used for the signal normalization. Here,
the dummy sample is a clean HOPG substrate. The reflected light (under a small angle of few
degrees) from both the sample and the dummy one is collected in two fibers linked with an
optical switch. The latter is connected with an optical multichannel spectrometer. The optical
switch (Avantes, FOS-2-INL) allows to detect alternately signals coming from the sample

Fig. 1 a Schematic of the SDR set-up
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(Rsample) and the dummy (Rdummy) at a frequency of about 5 Hz. The percentage SDR signal
is defined as:

102[(Rsample
) − (

Rdummy
)]/(

Rdummy
)

(1)

The acquired signal is further averaged by the software. The SDR calibration was obtained
by measuring clean HOPG (sample equivalent to dummy), and the results are reported below.

A particular care must be devoted to the light input from the source to the fiber and from the
fiber to the detector (in our case we employed an OCEAN-HDX-XR): small misalignments
can produce a significant background. We experimentally observed that when the two optical
paths are compared on the same system (dummy � sample) the background can show wide
bumps having an intensity of some units in 10–2. This situation is even more critical when
twin fibers, closely embedded together, are employed in the SDR apparatus. In this case,
the original factory coupling can reach its limit: a small change in how light impinges on
the optical fiber core introduces inequalities between the two optical paths. In fact, in this
case, the source spectrum is clearly different. To overcome this problem some strategies
can be exploited, according to the required detection limit. For example, one or two optical
condensers (i.e., a system of lenses that acts to properly focus the light beam) can be placed
within the light source and the optical fiber and/or the latter and the spectrometer. For our
measurements on organic films, we followed a different approach: working with twin fibers,
the main problem was their alignment that must be parallel to the spectrometer multichannel
array. For this reason, we spent time to precisely find the correct position of the fiber inside
the SMA connector by turning the fiber cable. During this operation, the SDR signal was
monitored in real time and the fiber was tightened only when the SDR background was
reasonably minimized.

2.2 RAS

In Fig. 2, we report a sketch of the RAS set-up. We adopt the same DH-2000-Bal light source,
but it is not strictly necessary. Xe arc lamps with high brilliance are also often employed in
many RAS apparatuses.

The RAS apparatus has two polarizers (Glan-Taylor or Glan-Thomson). The second one
along the light path is called analyzer. Differences in working with one or two polarizers
are discussed in Ref. [42]. With small changes in the RAS optical configuration, a system of
lenses of different focal lengths and provided by ThorLabs can be added to properly focus the
light beam on the sample and/or on other optical devices, or even better mirrors (not suffering
from wavelength depending focusing) can be efficiently employed. The light polarization is
rotated along two orthogonal directions (α and β) by the photo-elastic modulator (PEM-100,
provided by Hinds). The angle of reflection (�) is generally of few degrees. The reflected
light reaches a monochromator (Spectral Products CM 110) and is finally detected by a multi-
alkali photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R 1463). Being the light polarization related to the PEM
retardation, the overall reflectivity difference is a complex value as reported in Ref. [43].
However, if only the real part is measured, a noticeable relation occurs between the complex
reflectance term and the reflectivity coefficient (2Re�r/r � 2 (Rα − Rβ )/(Rα + Rβ )]. The
RAS signal can be thus directly defined as:

2[(Rα) − (Rβ )]
/

[(Rα) + (Rβ )] (2)

The reflectivity difference is directly measured by a lock-in amplifier with the reference
provided by the PEM. Details in the RAS signal interpretation can be found in Ref. [43].
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Fig. 2 a Schematic of the RAS set-up

Here, we observe that, when organic films are analyzed, the alignment of the sample with
respect to the PEM α and β directions is a priori unknown. An azimuthal analysis is thus
required [44].

The full system has been calibrated by measuring spectra from two different silicon sur-
faces, namely Si(110) and Si(001), the first yielding a well-known RAS signal [32] and the
second being representative of an almost isotropic sample [45].

Finally, we note that the possibility of combining both SDR (which measures all the
sample optical transitions) and RAS (which is sensible to the anisotropic optical transitions)
for the analysis of the optical properties of a surface recalls, in a certain way, what can be
measured by a Mueller matrix ellipsometer. The latter allows for the dielectric (anisotropy)
function determination and also depolarization effects.

2.3 The electronic architecture

In Fig. 3, we report a block diagram for the instrumentation control.
The spectroscopic signal, acquired from the optical set-up, comes out from the multi-

channel spectrometer, in the SDR system, or from the photomultiplier in the RAS apparatus.
The main control system consists of a microprocessor (ESP32 espressif) that can directly
read (i) the multichannel output or (ii) the photocurrent generated from the photomultiplier.
Regarding (i), the main control uses a clock to drive the optical switch and to alternatively
acquire the spectrum coming from the sample and the dummy one, respectively. According
to the final integration time, the signal of the two channels is read many times to quench
both fast and slow signal instabilities. A good compromise is an integration time of τ � 90 s.
If the RAS is employed (ii), the ESP32 espressif microprocessor must drive the photomul-
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Fig. 3 RAS (a) and SDR (b) block diagram for instrumentation control

tiplier. In this case, the signal coming from the detector first passes through a 2×104 V/A
transimpedance amplifier and then is filtered and converted into a digital signal by a 16-bit
ADC converter (MAX1169 MAXIM). After digital conversion, the signal is acquired by the
main control system software, which uses it for the photomultiplier power supply voltage
feedback control. The latter is mandatory to bring the photomultiplier to the voltage values
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Fig. 4 Screenshots of the SDR (a) and RAS (b) control panel

interval where its performances are optimized, and the electronic noise is minimized. The
feedback is simply managed by a software PID (proportional integrative derivative) applied
to the power supply of the photomultiplier. The main control system also drives PEM and
the lock-in amplifier. Generally, it seems that a lower signal noise is observed if the used
reference signal, generated by the PEM control unit, is the natural piezo-resonance (50 kHz)
and the lock-in works in second harmonic (100 kHz) [42].

2.4 The acquisition program

LabView is used to drive both SDR and RAS apparatus and to collect spectra. In Fig. 4, we
show a screenshot of the SDR (panel a) and RAS (panel b) control panel.

SDR requires four acquisition screens for a complete evaluation of the signal. The two
ones on the top refer to the sample and dummy channels, respectively. At the bottom, a first
screen displays the SDR signal, as defined in Eq. (1), while the second one plots an averaged
SDR spectrum after N cycles. We define cycle a comparison between the spectrum arising
from the sample and that one collected from the dummy. The sample (dummy) signal is
integrated according to what the operator selects on the virtual trimmer at the bottom left of
panel a. The number N can be instead inserted in the blank space placed at the right. Other
possible controls are useful for selecting the spectral range, parameters of the used detector
or for typing some notes and the file name. A second LabView window (not shown) is only
devoted to drive the optical switch. This operation is mandatory during the system calibration
and the possibility of exploiting a special window really helps in the preliminary operations
before the spectrum acquisition.

In panel b, we show the RAS control panel. In this case, different windows are present to
drive the monochromator, the lock-in amplifier, the PEM device and, in particular, to acquire
the RAS signal at fixed wavelength [mandatory during the growth of thin films in molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) or organic-MBE (OMBE) systems]. In the figure, we report the main
acquisition window. As well as for the SDR program, the user can insert comments, the file
name and select the preferred spectral range. In addition, the spectral step (minimum value
0.1 nm) is optional in the program. The photomultiplier parameters (minimum and maximum
photocurrent) can be put in the white boxes on the left. The grey square on the right instead
gethers the lock-in settings (harmonic, time integration, sensitivity, dB gain, etc.).

Finally, both programs allow to superimpose different spectra on the same screen: in this
way, the user can directly pinpoint differences during the spectrum acquisition.1

1 Researchers interested in building up their own SDR and RAS systems, are encouraged to directly contact
the corresponding author by e-mail in view of having the detailed electric schemes as well as the LabView
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Fig. 5 (left) Planar structure of the 5, 10, 15, 20 tetraphenyl porphyrin H2TPP (one possible tautomer); (right)
3D—space-filling model displaying the molecular occupancy (aspect ratio of about 12.5 Å wide by 4.3 Å
height ground state optimized geometry at the DFT B3LYP/6-31 g** level)

2.5 Sample preparation and preliminary characterization

HOPG is a synthetic type of graphite with an angular spread in the stacking of its graphene
sheets and crystallites of less than 2°, and it is widely used in basic research because of
its high purity [46–48]. HOPG is a highly stable and inert material (up to 3000 °C under
vacuum), its atomically flat (0001) cleavage surface may serve as a calibration standard [49].
In these experiments, HOPG (Optigraph) has been exfoliated two times (by tape peel-off)
prior to any analysis or its use as substrate for the epitaxial growth of H2TPP. The latter was
purchased by Sigma-Aldrich (99%) and used without further purification.

H2TPP (Fig. 5) is a planar hetero-macrocycle which consists of four pyrrole rings linked
at their α-positions by methin groups (=CH–). The conjugated π-system of H2TPP, and of
porphin in general, contains 18 electrons along the shortest cyclic path thus obeying the
Hückel rule for aromatic systems. The two pyrrolic hydrogen atoms (–NH–) are subjected
to tautomerism based on an intramolecular double proton transfer [50, 51].

The introduction of functional groups (FGs) on the methin position or on the free pyrrole
ones lead to an almost infinite number of possible porphyrin derivatives that can be engi-
neered for different scopes and applications. FGs on meso-positions, because of their sterical
hindrance, are not allowed to be coplanar to the tetra-pyrrole core (Fig. 5); hence, porphyrins
tend to undergo a saddle distortion of the macrocycle in order to favor planarization, thus
extending the conjugation over these FGs.

H2TPP, due to the conjugated and rigid core, displays optical absorptions in visible range
between 390–430 nm (Soret band with molar absorptivity ε> 106 M−1 cm−1) followed by a
set of smaller transition between 500–700 nm (Q-bands) in solution (Fig. 6, black and dashed
gray lines).

H2TPP films (5.0 nm thick) were grown by physical vapor deposition (PVD) at a base
pressure of 5×10−6 mbar. The growth chamber (Kenositec KE-500) includes four Knudsen
cells (K-cell) and two thermal sources. The sample holder is positioned 30 cm away from
the K-cell. The K-cells are thermally controlled via a thermocouple; growth was conducted
between 320–330 °C at a flux of 0.11–0.17 Å/s. Prior the deposition, H2TPP K-cell was
allowed to warm at 160 °C for 30 min for outgassing.

programs for driving the apparatus. If our work would be useful for some researchers, we will appreciate
quotes to this article.
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Fig. 6 Normalized absorption spectra of H2TPP: diluted dichloromethane (DCM) solution (black line);
selected×5 magnification of the Q-bands (DCM solution, dashed gray line) [52]

3 Results and discussion

In view of proving that the proposed platform is useful, allowing both RAS and SDR measures,
we will show and discuss new experimental results besides the traditional calibration samples
for both the systems. In Fig. 7, we show the calibration of the RAS apparatus. Here, we
compare signals acquired on Si(110) and on Si(001). We also highlight the Soret band region,
which is characteristic of the H2TPP optical properties. Results are in good agreement with
data reported in the literature. A signal-to-noise ratio of 10–4 is easily obtained (a signal of
5×10–4 is thus detectable), in agreement with Ref. [43], but the performances can be even
improved of about an order of magnitude as already reported in our previous studies [31]. By
using a 150 W Xe lamp, by properly change the acquisition time and the software sampling,
together with a precise control of the photomultiplier applied voltage, signals as low as 10–5

become measurable.
Here, conversely, we decided to exploit a stabilized deuterium/halogen lamp in view of

adopting the same light source with respect to the two optical configurations. Despite having
a different light emission of some order of magnitudes with respect to the traditional Xe lamp,
our electronic and software system is able to reach a stability comparable to what already
reported in the RAS literature.

SDR calibration is reported in Fig. 8a, where data from HOPG samples either clean
(pristine) or covered by a 5-nm-thick H2TPP film are compared. The signal from the porphyrin
film (full line) is characterized by a clear feature centered at around 430 nm, superimposed
to a smooth linear background originating by a not perfect equivalence between the two
optical channels (sample and reference), as evidenced by the signal from pristine HOPG
(dotted line). The SDR signal-to-noise ratio can be enhanced if a beam splitter [53] is used
to obtain two optical paths instead of exploiting brunched optical fibers. Nonetheless, the
latter can be easily arranged inside an optical set-up or coupled with molecular beam epitaxy
chambers. When compared to the optical spectrum of H2TPP in dilute solution, reported
in Fig. 6, the present data from H2TPP thin films show a sizable redshift (around 0.15 eV)
accompanied by significant broadening of the Soret band. This result has been attributed to
molecule–molecule interaction in the condensed phase [54].
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Fig. 7 RAS spectra from Si(110)
(full line) and Si(001) (dotted
line) surfaces

Moreover, polarization-resolved SDR spectra can be acquired by placing a Glan polarizer
along the sample-channel of the SDR apparatus. Our results are presented in Fig. 8b, where
data corresponding to two orthogonal polarization axes, α and β, are reported as full and dash-
dot lines, respectively. In particular, we have selected the configuration which maximizes the
RAS anisotropy signal, i.e., with α aligned along the HOPG cleavage direction [55].

It is clearly seen that the SDR spectra of α and β polarization are almost superimposable,
indicating that the porphyrin film is largely isotropic. This is probably due to an equiva-
lent distribution of H2TPP domains arranged along different directions. A small difference
between the α and β spectra is observed in the 420–460 nm wavelength range, i.e., within
the Soret band region. A subtraction of spectrum β from α (not reported in the image), which
simulates a RAS spectrum that has a different signal definition as reported in Eq. (2), shows
a peak placed at around 440 nm. Such a measurement can however be more effectively done
by the RAS technique. Figure 8c directly compares the SDR and the RAS spectra acquired
on the same sample. The RAS peak (at 440 nm) is red-shifted with respect to the main Soret
transition as detected by unpolarized SDR (430 nm).

Our test sample proves that a comprehensive investigation of the optical properties of the
thin molecular films (here porphyrins) thus requires the application of both the optical appa-
ratuses. In fact, RAS investigation of complex systems (e.g., molecular clusters or crystals,
buried interfaces, etc.) highlights features arising from anisotropies, in turns originating from
(possibly small) differences between the reflected signals. SDR, on the other hand, allows to
directly measure both the RAS components.
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Fig. 8 (a) SDR spectra comparison between a 5 nm-thick H2TPP film and a pristine HOPG; (b): polarized
SDR; (c): comparison between SDR and RAS spectra acquired on the porphyrin thin film

4 Conclusions

Optical spectroscopies are, nowadays, widely employed to study surfaces, interfaces, chemi-
cal reactions, technological processes, etc. SDR, first used at the end of seventies, is probably
the forefather of other surface sensitive optical spectroscopies. RAS was instead described
only in the middle of eighties. Nonetheless, the latter has been widely exploited in many
researches due to its intrinsic stability and reliability. RAS, by using polarized light, directly
reveals the reflectance difference from two orthogonal directions of the studied sample. When
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applied on reconstructed surfaces or ultra-thin films, RAS spectrum is superimposable to that
one obtained by SDR in polarized light, as in Si(111)-2×1. In the latter case, polarized SDR
reveals a full surface anisotropy (i.e., a null signal when light is polarized perpendicular to the
Pandey’s chains) in perfect agreement with the anisotropy revealed by RAS. However, when
complex, stratified and/or buried interfaces are investigated by RAS, spectra show anoma-
lies such as the “derivative-like” shape observed in porphyrin Langmuir–Blodgett films. The
reason is related to the fact that the reflected beam carries the contribution of each layer
met along the optical path.

In this work, we propose a combination of both SDR and RAS techniques when such
kind of complex organic films must be studied. SDR, carried out under polarized light, can
help in understanding where sample anisotropies arise, giving the possibility of a proper
interpretation of RAS spectra. The latter, conversely, allows for a fast and more precise
evaluation of the relative sample anisotropy, and it is mandatory when very small signals
must be detected. SDR and RAS can have some optical parts in common (light source,
polarizers, lenses), but the electronic and acquisition schemes are generally different. Despite
RAS requires specific devices (namely, the lock-in amplifier), we have presented a viable
possibility to build up an affordable electronic architecture and platform that can drive both
the SDR and RAS apparatus. Our approach has been applied to a prototypical system: thin
H2TPP grown on HOPG. The authors already showed the RAS signal evolution as a function
of the porphyrin film thickness and discussed the difficulty in its interpretation [55]. Here,
we prove how the rationale of the optical spectra can be deduced by the combination of SDR
and RAS data.
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